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About St Kilda Legal 
Service

Our vision and mission

The St Kilda Free Legal Service, as it was 
known at its inception, began informally 
in 1971, but it wasn’t until 1973 that the 
Service began to recruit volunteer solicitors. 
At its first meeting on 4 April 1973, the 
Legal Service was part of the new St Kilda 
Community Group that was set up to provide 
welfare services to the community. 

For 43 years SKLS has provided legal 
information, advice, referrals, ongoing 
casework, representation, community legal 
education and consistently engages in law 
reform activities.  

Today, SKLS provides free and accessible 
legal services to those living in the Cities 
of Port Phillip, Bayside, Stonnington and 
the suburb of North Caulfield.  We provide 
a generalist legal service including a night 
service three nights per week, and a Fines 
Clinic during the day. We operate three 
specialist programs – the Drug Outreach 
Program, the Family Violence Lawyer 
Program and the Firearms & Family Violence 
Project – and undertake community 
legal education and law reform activities 
throughout our community.

Vision 
The vision of the Service is a society  
that provides equitable access to the law  
and legal system and is committed to 
 justice for all. 

Mission 
The Service aims to protect and promote the 
legal rights and interests of the community, 
to assist and empower individuals and groups 
who are disadvantaged in their access to 
justice, and to contribute to the reform of 
laws and structural inequities to achieve fair 
and just outcomes. 
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Our structure

Made up of community 
residents and workers, 
members of the legal 
profession and other Legal 
Service volunteers

St Kilda Community 
Centre

• Principal Lawyer and  
Practice Manager

• Volunteers and Night  
Service Coordinator

• Administration Manager 

• Drug Outreach Lawyer

• Family Violence Lawyer

• Community Legal  
Education and Law  
Reform Lawyer

•  Firearms Project Layer

Social  
Accountability

Community

Professional 
Accountability

Financial  
Accountability

Structural  
Accountability

Port Phillip Community Group
Information and Support Program, Financial Counselling 
Program, Neighbourhood Developement Program, 
Recreational Access Groups, Education Program, 
Neighbourhood House Program 

Night Service:
• Receptionist
• Volunteer Coordinator
• Lawyers
• Students
• Law Graduates

Day Service:
• Administative workers
• Lawyers
• Students

Volunteer Program

• Legal advice, 
information,  
referral and 
casework. 

• Legal education

• Law reform

• Community 
development

• Drug Outreach 
Program

• Family Violence 
Program

St Kilda Legal Service 

SKLS Staff Board of Directors

Consumer Affairs Victoria 
Cooperative requirements

Professional Bodies:
• Legal Services Board
• Law Institute  

of Victoria
• Bar Council

Funders:
• Commonwealth Government
• State Government
• Victorian Department of 

Justice & Regulation
• Victoria Law Foundation
• City of Port Phillip 
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Our Board

Board and Staff

Adam Meyer 
Chairperson

Kerry Holmquest 
Secretary

Greg Thompson 
Treasurer

Renata Alexander 
Director

Astrid Haban-Beer 
Director

Diane Preston  
Director

Anthea Teakle  
Staff Representative

Our Staff

Agata Wierzbowski 
Principal Lawyer &  
Practice Manager

Anthea Teakle 
Volunteer & Night  
Service Coordinator

Suzy Fox 
Administration Manager

Victoria Mullings 
Family Violence Lawyer

Lloyd Murphy 
Drug Outreach Lawyer

Courtney Peters 
Community Legal Education  
& Law Reform Lawyer

Jenny Sharp 
Firearms Project Lawyer

Amber Schmidt 
Family Violence Paralegal

Marie Collard 
Bookkeeper

Greg Thompson, Anthea Teakle, Astrid Haban-Beer and Adam Meyer.
Lloyd Murphy, Jenny Sharp, Agata Wierzbowski, Anthea Teakle, Will McKeand 
and Rufus Thomas-Webb.
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Adam Meyer 
Chairperson

This year has been a busy 
and challenging year for the 
SKLS and for the Board. 

Highlights of the year
SKLS has faced a number of challenges during 
the past year, which the Board and staff have 
worked to meet, including:

• staff turnover;

• commencing a process of strategic 
change;

• introducing new night service procedures; 
and

• consolidation of our programs.

Staff
Since this time last year, we have seen an 
almost complete turnover of our legal staff. 
Our Principal Lawyer, Phil Cottier, left SKLS in 
April 2017, following Sara Molenaar, Shanee 
Lia (Drug Outreach and Family Violence 
Lawyers) and Suzan Gencay (Community 
Legal Education and Law Reform Lawyer).

The Board is pleased to have employed:

• Agata Wierzbowski, Principal Lawyer

• Courtney Peters, Community Legal 
Education & Law Reform Lawyer 

• Lloyd Murphy, Drug Outreach Lawyer 

• Victoria Mullings, Family Violence Lawyer 

Jenny Sharp is continuing in her role as the 
Family Violence Firearms Project lawyer.

Our legal programs are going from strength to 
strength under the stewardship of our legal 
staff. The Board is looking forward to working 
with all of our staff during 2018.

Strategic change
The Board has recognised the need to 
undertake strategic change. The Board  
and staff participated in a full day Strategic 
Planning Day in July 2017. The Board will 
continue implementing strategic changes, 
to ensure that SKLS focuses its resources 
on providing legal services to clients with 
the greatest legal needs and provides legal 
services as effectively and efficiently as 
possible.

Our legal services
Much of the work of SKLS is at the 
intersection between health and justice.  
Clients’ legal issues can arise from their 
health and social issues.  Clients’ health and 
social circumstances can also be adversely 
affected by their legal issues.  Both of our 
specialist programs – the Drug Outreach 
Program and the Family Violence Program –
provide legal services to clients experiencing 
significant health issues.  

Our Night Service, like our specialist 
programs, sees many clients who are 
experiencing significant health or social 
issues.  These include issues related to 
drug or alcohol addiction, mental illness or 
homelessness.  

Our Principal Lawyer, Agata Wierzbowski, 
has been working to introduce new night 
service procedures to ensure that each night 
service operates efficiently, effectively 
and consistently across all three nights 
(Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays). 
We have also reviewed our Casework 
Guidelines in order to ensure that we target 
our resources, both during the day service 
and night service, towards clients with the 
greatest legal need.
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Thank you
Thank you to our hard working staff, past and 
present, and to the locums employed this 
last financial year to cover staff absences; In 
particular, we thank the following:

• locum lawyers: Menoz Sadafi, Andrew Hale, 
Kon Tringas , Jeni Lee, and Helen Yandell 
and Sharon Carr;

• locum legal education & law reform worker: 
Henry Hunt; 

• locum administrators: Gail Ryan, Philippa 
Vickery, Jasminka Kumbaric, and Maria 
Georgiou.

Thank you also to all of our volunteers, 
without whom running the legal service and 
conducting the amount of casework that we 
do across a wide range of areas of law, would 
not be possible.

Thank you, also, to my fellow Board members, 
and to Suzy Fox, Administration Manager, and 
Agata Wierzbowski, Principal Lawyer, for the 
support that they have provided the Board 
this year.  

Thank you to the management and staff of 
the Port Phillip Community Group (PPCG), 
with whom we are co-located at the St Kilda 
Community Centre, for their support and 
assistance during this year. We look forward 
to continuing our co-operative working 
relationship with the PPCG.

Commonwealth Government 

Generalist funding $130,370.00

Victorian Government

Generalist funding $313,568.00

Family Violence Duty Lawyer $  76,208.00

Victorian Department of Justice & Regulation 

Family Violence Firearms Project $   52,174.00

Victoria Law Foundation

Breaking Down Barriers Forum $     4,292.00

Sex Worker Legal Information Project $      2889.90

City of Port Phillip

Family Violence Funding $     9,090.00

Seniors Week $         700.00

Finally, we thank our funders for their ongoing support and for specific grants received during 
2016-2017, in particular:
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Principal Lawyer’s report

Agata Wierzbowski 
Principal Lawyer

This year the SKLS team 
has continued to provide 
consistent and quality legal 
services, community legal 
education, and law reform 
advocacy services to the 
most vulnerable in our 
community during a period 
of change and transition. 

Our legal service is comprised of both a day 
and night service. Through our generalist 
night service, volunteer lawyers provide 
advice and ongoing casework in a wide 
variety of different areas including family 
law, criminal law, fines, employment law, and 
other matters. 

We especially acknowledge the work of 
Tony Lopes and William McKeand who are 
both Thursday night volunteers, as well as 
pioneers of our day Fines Clinic (see insert on 
page 10), together with Genevieve Rush and 
Rufus Thomas-Webb. We also acknowledge 
our volunteer students who have completed 
overseas studies but have nonetheless 
returned to the service: Sarah Dozortseva 
and Pat Fabris.

The day legal service is comprised of both 
paid and volunteer members. At the end of the 
financial year we were pleased to welcome 
a vibrant new team of paid legal staff to our 
legal team, as detailed in the Chairperson’s 
Report. The day service also includes a varied 
and committed group of volunteers, including 
volunteer lawyers, community members, 
students, and practical legal trainees. 

Both services couldn’t run without our 
committed Volunteer & Night Service 
Coordinator, Anthea Teakle, who this year 
celebrated over 24 years with our legal 
service, and Administration Manager, Suzy 
Fox, who has worked at our Service for an 
impressive 30 years.

Over the last year, our Drug Outreach Program 
has continued to provide an essential legal 
service to particularly vulnerable clients at 
five diverse outreach locations. Even through 
a period of challenging staff transition through 
the first half of 2017, our Family Violence Duty 
Lawyer Program flourished, and has now 
expanded from a two- to a three-day/week 
service at the Moorabbin Magistrates’ Court. 

Our Firearms Project is concerned with 
supporting family violence survivors to 
oppose a perpetrator’s application to have 
his firearm licence reinstated (after it is 
suspended as a result of a family violence 
intervention order). Department of Justice 
& Regulation funding for the project was 
extended for a second year, and will now run 
until at least mid-2018.  

Finally, our Community Legal Education 
and Law Reform Program has continued 
to produce many valuable educational 
resources, coordinate legal education training 
sessions, and make important law reform 
submissions in areas as diverse as Access to 
Justice and Sex Workers Regulations.  

We would like to thank all the staff members 
who have concluded work during this financial 
year, for their good work and commitment to 
the Service, as follows:

• Henry Hunt, Family Violence Paralegal and 
Community Legal Education locum

• Jeni Lee, Senior Lawyer

• Philip Cottier, Principal Lawyer

• Shanee Lia, Family Violence Lawyer 

• Sara Molenaar, Drug Outreach Lawyer 

• Suzan Gencay, Community Legal 
Education & Law Reform Lawyer

In particular, we note the work of Jeni Lee 
in establishing a relationship with Monash 
University through which we have social work 
student placements at SKLS working with 
lawyers on a range of projects. We also thank 
Jeni for her involvement in establishing the 
initial six-month trial of our Fines Clinic. 

Looking to the year ahead, we have started 
to think about how we can better target all 
of our legal services to the most pressing 
legal needs of the most vulnerable in our 
community, and to ensure that our legal 
services are provided in an appropriate, 
timely, and joined up way. We look forward to 
growing and streamlining our service in the 
year to come. 
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Administration Manager’s report

Suzy Fox 
Administration Manager

Sharing of premises

Our co-location with PPCG at the St Kilda 
Community Centre continues to provide 
benefits to our individual organisations and 
the communities which we serve. Aside from 
financial savings in sharing operating costs, 
other benefits are workers partnering in 
community projects, sharing of professional 
knowledge and expertise, effective client 
cross-referrals particularly with respect to 
financial counselling, emergency relief and 
relevant agency referrals.  SKLS also has 
the benefit of reception support provided by 
PPCG of which we are most grateful.   

Practice Management

A number of administrative changes and 
improvements have been implemented 
by our new Principal Lawyer into the 
service specifically with respect to the 
area of Practice Management and staff and 
volunteers have adapted to the changes 
accordingly particularly where it relates to 
the updated NACLC Risk Management Guide. 

SKLS has upgraded its computer hardware 
and software including upgrading of servers 
and implementing more secure Cloud based 
data storage.  

CLASS
In March 2017, the National Association 
of Community Legal Centres (NACLC) 
commenced the implementation of the 
Community Legal Assistance Service System 
(CLASS), the replacement database for 
Community Legal Centres (CLCs) Australia 
wide. CLASS has been designed to provide 
a more advanced Cloud-based application 
with greater capacity to gather more 
significant and evidence-based data on client 
demographics and our provision of legal 
services.  

Its design aligns to the National Legal 
Assistance Data Standards providing a 
greater capacity for CLCs to capture similar 
client data gathered across the country 
by legal aid commissions, family violence 
prevention legal services and Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander legal services.  This is 
a major tool designed to assist legal service 
providers in evaluating the effectiveness 
of our service delivery particularly with 
respect to addressing unmet legal need in 
our communities.  CLASS will also provide a 
greater capacity to monitor legal practice 
management including reporting and data 
analysis. 

The transition to CLASS has not been without 
its challenges for staff and volunteers this 
year. However, our team has risen to the 
challenge, and we look forward to the roll out 
of further functionality and support for CLASS 
users next year.

Thank you
Special thanks and appreciation to Violet 
Delyons-Rowle and Amber Schmidt (day 
administration volunteers) in assisting with 
the design of the data intake forms and 
providing ongoing one-on-one CLASS training 
to volunteers. Thanks also to Jasminka 
Kumbaric (locum) for providing training 
sessions and undertaking some “catch up” 
data entry.  

SERLAN Partnership
The South Eastern Regional Legal 
Assistance Network (SERLAN) partnership 
of legal service providers aims to provide 
collaborative, co-ordinated and client focused 
legal services in the South East region. SKLS 
continues its involvement with SERLAN this 
year together with Peninsula CLC, Springvale 
Monash CLC, Casey-Cardinia CLC and the 
Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) offices of Frankston 
and Dandenong.  
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Legal Services statistics

Top 10 Problem Types (as percentages)

Total Number of Clients 1441

New Clients 1036

Repeat Clients 405

Activities 

Total advice activities 1186

Cases 

Total cases open during period (open & new) 999

Open at period start 321

New (opened in period) 678

Still open at period end (ongoing) 209

Advices and Casework (01/07/2016 - 30/60/2017)

323 clients identified as  
having a disability

1031 

Information and 
referral assistance 
was provided to

peopleFemale clients
58%

Male clients
41%

Family Law Property 

Consumer 

Housing

Wills and estates

Employment

Divorce and separation

Credit and Debt 

Traffic and vehicle regulatory offences

Parenting arrangement

Other Civil Law Problems, including fines

Family Violence 

0 10 15 30205 25

no income

low income

med income 

high income 

n/a

18-34yrs

35-49yrs 

50-64yrs 

65yrs + 

Income Age 

65%

11%

17%

5%
2%

29%

10%

23%

low income
38%
35-49yrs
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Drug Outreach Lawyer Program

Lloyd Murphy 
Drug Outreach Lawyer

The Drug Outreach Lawyer (DOL) program 
is designed to provide our communities 
most disadvantaged with legal advice and 
assistance that they would otherwise not 
receive. The program is a targeted service 
for individuals experiencing alcohol or other 
substances dependency, is or is at risk of 
homelessness and individuals experiencing 
mental illness. 

As we know, our communities most 
marginalised often don’t walk through our 
front door. The DOL program aims to address 
this by collaborating with local community 
based organisations that provide direct 
health and support services to these 
individuals. These organisations host the DOL 
for weekly drop-in legal advice sessions and 
acknowledge that caring for an individual’s 
legal issues is part of a holistic service 
provision. 

I would like to thank our host organisations 
for the 2016/17 financial year: Launch 
Housing Southbank; RhED (Resourcing 
health and Education program of Star Health, 
formerly Inner South Community Health); 
Sacred Heart Central; Sacred Heart Women’s 
House; and, Windana Drug Withdrawal House. 

I would also like to thank the many other local 
community organisations that have referred 
clients directly into the DOL program. The 
program has limited resources and warm 
referrals of local organisations, vulnerable 
clients help to promote the program and 
increase access to justice. 

This year, the DOL program continued to 
provide legal advice, support and in court 
representation to sex worker industry 
professionals in collaboration with RhED. 
The DOL also continued its long history of 
supporting the Melbourne Magistrates’ 
Court’s Loiter List, and engaged with the City 
of Port Phillip Sex Worker Issues Network 
focusing on collaboration between services 
providing direct assistance to street-based 
sex workers. 

Having commenced as the DOL in May 2017, 
I would like to acknowledge and thank the 
work of my immediate predecessors: Sara 
Molenaar (until December 2016) and Shanee 
Lia (until March 2017).  I would also like to 
thank the work of a number of staff and 
locums that supported the DOL program over 
our staff transition period, in particular, Philip 
Cottier, Jeni Lee, Kon Tringas, Menoz Sadafi 
and Astrid Haban-Beer. 

I would like to thank all the DOL program’s 
predecessors in making the program what 
it is today and hope to contribute to the 
program during my time at SKLS.

C A SE STUDY 

Fines Clinic
The Fines Clinic commenced at the end of 2016, 
under the guidance and commitment of one of our 
senior volunteer lawyers, Tony Lopes. 

Applying for revocation of fines on the basis of 
special circumstances is a lengthy process and 
can take a number of months to see a result. 
The application requires several steps, including 
collating the fines summary, obtaining a statement from the client and procuring the 
evidentiary material from a case worker or medical practitioner to establish the nexus 
between the client’s special circumstances which would have resulted in the person being 
unable to understand that their conduct constituted an offence, or to control their conduct 
that constitutes the offence.  

This process is carried out under the direction of Tony Lopes and with the assistance of 
volunteer lawyers Gen Rush, Will McKeand and soon-to-be-lawyer Rufus Thomas-Webb. 
We wish to thank Deakin Social Work Masters students, Zaheer and Medina, who were 
instrumental in helping us with the early implementation of this program.

Over the past financial year, the Fines Clinic saw 22 clients and successfully revoked 
$107,340 in fines. The clinic is continuing to grow and now has around 50 clients. The 
largest amount of fines successfully revoked for one client was $36,826.

The DOL program is perfectly placed for 
growth and development in light of the rise 
of health justice partnerships within the 
community legal assistance sector, and we 
look forward to the program’s further growth 
over the next 12 months. 
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Family Violence Program

Victoria Mullings 
Family Violence Lawyer

Despite a number of staffing changes 
occurring in the Family Violence Program 
over the last financial year, we have worked 
to ensure that our important work has 
continued, and the Program finished the year 
well-prepared to continue the excellent client 
support it has provided in the past.

The Family Violence Program commenced in 
2008 in response to a clear local need for a 
Family Violence Duty Lawyer at Moorabbin 
Justice Centre. It has run since that time, 
despite some funding uncertainty in the 
early years. We have long recognised the 
importance of representation for applicants 
at the court, and have focused on this 
aspect of our work as the family violence 
list has grown from one day per week, to 
two, to now three days early in the coming 
financial year as the ‘fast-tracking’ of Family 
Violence Intervention Order (FVIO) breaches 
commences at Moorabbin.

The impact of the Royal Commission into 
Family Violence recommendations is being 
felt as services at the court increase. Children 
are routinely added to FVIOs at the courts’ 
initiative, and referrals of respondents to 
behaviour change courses are commonplace. 
Work is well advanced in the setting up 
of family violence Support & Safety Hubs 

across Victoria to provide a central point for 
co-ordination of family violence services and 
resources. The SKLS Family Violence Program 
is a vital part of this mosaic, ensuring that 
applicants in FVIO applications are receiving 
timely advice and representation, particularly 
where they are ‘in-person’ applicants, or 
where their views differ from those of police.  

We are pleased to have the help of law 
students from Deakin University providing 
support at the court, as part of an 
arrangement with Deakin which benefits both 
student and duty lawyer. 

The increase in court time will inevitably 
have an effect on our ongoing casework 
capacity, but we attempt to provide follow 
up assistance to family violence survivors 
wherever possible, particularly in the form of 
family law assistance and drafting of further 
and better particulars.

Over this past year, the Family Violence 
Program, with assistance from the Women’s 
Legal Service Victoria, has provided 
assistance to 391 clients through our Duty 
Lawyer service at Moorabbin Justice Centre, 
and our family violence outreach services 
provided at local community organisations in 
our catchment area. This year, our outreaches 
ran at Sacred Heart Women’s House; 
Salvation Army Family Violence Service and 
Family Life (Sandringham).

As our outreach clients are almost all family 
violence survivors, we work to provide holistic 
assistance in relation to issues arising out of 
family violence, including: family law disputes, 
financial hardship resulting from economic 
abuse, and tenancy issues that have arisen as 
a result of the violence, enabling our clients to 
rebuild their lives. 

On a lighter note, our clients are thrilled to 
receive one of our ‘secret squirrel’ Survivors 
Help Information Pens (SHIPs), containing a 
hidden pull-out with family violence contact 
information in various languages!

C A SE S TUDY 

Sandra’s story
Sandra* and Joe* separated a few years ago, shortly after the birth of their son, Sean*. 
Sean was injured while in Joe’s care as a small baby, and this lead to the separation, DHHS 
involvement and a requirement that all of Joe’s contact with Sean had to be supervised. 
A short period after this, Joe assaulted Sandra causing a serious injury and a police 
application for an Intervention Order (IVO) protecting Sandra and Sean. Joe breached the 
IVO a number of times, only ever receiving a comparatively light penalty.

Family law orders were made around that time, ultimately by consent, giving Joe supervised 
contact with Sean, despite Sandra’s misgivings, with an intention to graduate to unsupervised 
contact in future. Many such unsuitable family law orders are made under pressure to settle, 
resulting in safety risks for women and children. Those orders included limitations on Joe’s 
behaviour, but were also breached. Joe’s harassment continued, including abuse and insults 
and a further IVO was made. 

SKLS assisted Sandra throughout the IVO proceedings, which have stretched over a period 
of years, providing additional advice on subsequent family law matters, and on concerns 
about gun ownership through our Firearms Project. When the first IVO expired, Sandra was 
still living in fear, and she sought an extension, but police felt there was little evidence on 
which to base their continued support. SKLS was able to assist with detailed further and 
better particulars, and as a result, the IVO was extended for a substantial period, and all 
child contact was suspended. 

* Not their real names. This case study has been de-identified, and published with consent of our client. 
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Firearms Project

Jenny Sharp 
Firearms Project Lawyer

St Kilda Legal Service Firearms Project was 
initially funded by the Department of Justice 
and Regulation (DJR) for one year in 2016 
and was then extended for a further year. The 
Firearms Project focuses on advocacy, legal 
education, and law reform.

Community legal education 
This year, relating to firearms and FVIOs, has 
included the rural areas of Morwell, Bendigo and 
Ballarat where I have visited a number of Family 
Violence Support Services to discuss the issues 
relating to FVIOs and firearms and to obtain 
input about the experiences of these services.

Law Reform 
The Firearms Project has generated extensive 
information which at this stage has been drawn 
into a substantial draft report. This report can 
be used as the basis for law reform on this 
issue and for a final report on the project for the 
Department of Justice and Regulation.

Advocacy For AFM respondents 
to applications under s189 of the 
Firearms Act. 

Where a final Family Violence Intervention 
Order (FVIO) is granted, the perpetrator 
(respondent) to the FVIO becomes a 
prohibited person and automatically 
has his firearms licence suspended for a 
period of three months. During the three-
months period the perpetrator can make an 
application to be deemed a non prohibited 
person under s189 of the Firearms Act 1996 
so that he can retain a firearms licence.

This year we represented a number of clients 
in Magistrates Courts in various locations in 
Victoria and also a client in the County Court. 
This highlights two important issues:

1. An applicant, (Affected Family Member, 
AFM) for an FVIO becomes a respondent 
to the application under s189 of the 
Firearms Act 1996. Responding to such an 
application can be extremely traumatic for 
the AFM and in some cases is used by the 
perpetrator to further the family violence 
as it gives him control of initiating a further 
court process which can be costly and 
re-traumatising for the AFM. The AFM is 
not eligible for the services of Victoria 
Legal Aid to oppose the perpetrator’s 
firearm application. The AFM can obtain 
the services of a private lawyer but may 
not be able to afford this. Also, the AFM 
may not be able to endure further hearings 

after already enduring family violence and 
the ensuing legal processes.

2. Importantly the AFM can obtain a FVIO 
with a clause cancelling a firearms licence 
of the perpetrator. However this may give 
rise to a contested hearing for the FVIO if 
the perpetrator does not agree that such 
an order is warranted. 

In cases where a perpetrator might agree to 
an FVIO by consent they might not agree due 
to the firearms clause.

Alternatively if the firearms clause is 
included, it can mean the perpetrator 
makes a further application to vary the FVIO 
and have the firearms cancellation clause 
removed. However, in some cases it can have 
a good outcome.

Tori’s story
Our client, Tori*, had received extensive unwanted 
communications over a period of many years 
from her ex-husband, Peter,* who had previously 
held a firearm licence and possessed firearms. 
This unwanted contact continued even when Tori 
moved to an undisclosed address as Peter found 
out her new address and placed defamatory 
information in all the letterboxes of neighbouring units. Peter had also sent other mail to Tori 
which was threatening and indicated a level of surveillance was continuing even though Tori 
already had an Intervention Order (IVO) in place. This IVO had contained a clause cancelling 
Peter’s firearm licence.

Tori found Peter’s behaviour distressing and exhausting. Peter was unwilling to surrender 
his firearms when the police went to seize them and was charged by the police as a result. 
He then lodged an application in the County Court to challenge the firearm cancellation 
clause. Even though the police said verbally that they were not in favour of Peter having 
firearms they had not taken out the IVO on behalf of Tori nor did they attend court to oppose 
Peter’s attempt to have the clause removed. The police were not able to provide a letter of 
support for our client and Tori could not subpoena the police because the cost of doing so 
was prohibitive. This case is an example of the barriers family violence survivors face when 
opposing court applications by perpetrators to regain their firearm licences. 

* Not their real names. This case study has been de-identified, and published with consent of our client. 

C A SE S TUDY 
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Volunteers 

Monday Nights
Renata Alexander  
(Night Volunteer Coordinator)

Mark Shenken

Katie Sweatman

Benita Miciulis

Amelia Gilmour

Philippa Briglia

Georgina Wu

Naomi Goldwater

Flynne Tytherleigh

Lucinda Elsner

Wednesday Nights
Diane Preston  
(Night Volunteer Coordinator)

Sam Jackson

Kon Tringas

Charlotte Geddes

Stephanie Hope

Menoz Bowler

Duncan McLean

Harry Lewis

Larissa Goldberg

Ronni Murphy

Lucy Nihill

Angela Avgerines

Evelyn Zeglinas

Jeremy Sher

Thursday Nights
Carl Wilson  
(Night Volunteer Coordinator)

Abilene Singh  
(Night Volunteer Coordinator)

Kingsley Davis

Adam Meyer

Michael Helman

Tony Lopes

Nussen Ainsworth

Will McKeand

Roger Volk

David Gale

Helen Winther

Jesse Tsiodras

Sarah Dozortseva

Millie Wheeler

Patrick Fabris

Day Volunteers
Amber Schmidt

Kerry Holmquest

Jordana Sher

Kali Sandbrook

Juliet Louey

Nikita Schilke

Benjamin Bolshinsky

Gen Rush

Gail Ryan

Philippa Vickery

Rufus Thomas-Webb

Kris Paltoglou

Elisa Scarica

Tom Bleby

Violet Delyons-Rowley

Edward Gansky

Kimberley Wittner

Vanessa Mahon

Laura Dargan

Field/Student 
Placements
Jesse Tsiodras

Georgina Brand

Laura Wrigley

Emily Chai

Eleanor Varsos

Con Milopteris

Joseph Zeleznikow 

Tilly Snell

Volunteers who  
left in the last year
Astrid Haban-Beer

Joe Connolly

Kate Schmidt

Simon Clinch

Anna Lancy

Lynda Purcell

Emily Lett

Lia Barberio

David De Alwis

Emily Arians

Jon Risby

Marilyn Koh

Alexandra Marks

Jenny Thurling

Max Hall

Alexandra Hodsman

Grace Beale

Tom Kagan

Alexander Wolf

Sarah Rowe

Ingrid Braun

Stephanie Keogh-Barnes 

Natalie Antolak-Saper

Henry Hunt

Inka Alexander
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Acknowledgment of our volunteers and their work

Anthea Teakle 
Volunteer & Night Service Coordinator

The volunteer program is an integral 
component of our operations, and once 
again our volunteers have had a busy and 
productive year. We have around 60 people 
volunteering with the organisation, many of 
whom attend weekly.

Our three night service teams are made 
up of a range of lawyers with varying skills 
and experience. They are assisted by our 
volunteer receptionists, and a great team of 
law students and graduates. Legal advice and 
assistance is provided to the night service 
clients on a range of legal matters.

Our day service volunteers are made up of 
law students and people with administrative 
skills. We also have lawyers attending during 
business hours. These volunteers follow up 
paralegal and casework issues referred from 
the night service, as well as supporting the 
work of the paid staff.

We were once again pleased to host a number 
of students and graduates on placements 
from most of the Victorian universities, 
including a social work placement which we 
will expand on shortly.

The Board of Directors are also key members 
of our volunteer team. These highly skilled 
people provide the governance for the 
organisation.

We particularly wish to commend the 
volunteers, as it has been a year involving 
quite a degree of change in two main 
respects. Firstly, the nationwide CLC 
statistics system CLSIS was replaced by 
CLASS. Not only do we have a new system, 
involving some additional data intake 
questions, but the data entry methods 
and our questionnaires sheets have also 
changed significantly. Thanks to our 
administration volunteers for assisting the 
staff in getting the CLASS system up and 
running. We couldn’t have done it without 
you! Secondly, and as already reported, we 
have welcomed new legal staff to the team, 
including our new Principal Lawyer, Agata 
Wierzbowski. With new personnel there 
are often some operational changes, and 
we thank the volunteers for their feedback 
into the development of some of these new 
processes. For instance, there is a renewed 
emphasis on assisting people who are 
experiencing the greatest legal need, and who 
are experiencing particular vulnerabilities.

One excellent example of assisting our most 
vulnerable clients, and integrating the work 
of a range of our volunteers and our staff is 
the continuation of the Fines Clinic. The clinic 
is directed by our volunteer, Tony Lopes, who 
works with a team of students, practical legal 
trainees and volunteer lawyers to assist 
vulnerable clients to apply to revoke their 
fines on the basis of special circumstances. 
Thanks to the Clinic’s hard work, many clients 
have had some or all of their infringements 
waived. The Clinic has also freed up the 
Night Service of this often time-consuming 
casework. It has also provides great 
experience to those volunteers involved with 
the program.

We also commend all of the volunteers 
who have achieved some great results for 
their clients; those who have undertaken 
additional work outside their regular shifts; 
and those who simply attend, and complete 
their work very well – without an immediately 
notable outcome. We very much appreciate 
all of it!

Acknowledgment of  
pro bono contribution
Thank you to those who have made a 
pro bono contribution to our Service last 
financial year, as follows:

• Allens

• K&L Gates

• Georgia Douglas (Victorian Bar)

• Stephanie Wallace (Victorian Bar)

Jesse Tsiodras, Helen Winther and Pat Fabris.
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Community legal education, policy & projects

Courtney Peters 
Legal Education & Law Reform Lawyer

St Kilda Legal Service 
has created a number of 
exceptional resources and 
started innovative projects 
over the past 12 months 
including:

Family Violence Community 
Legal Education and Resources
With funding from the City of Port Phillip, we 
have produced 3,500 banner pens as part 
of the Survivors Help Information Pen (SHIP) 
Project. Pens were designed as a discrete 
information delivery system whereby people 
affected by family violence can obtain key 
contact information for services. Pens 
produced in English, Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, 
Greek and Russian have been distributed 
through the Moorabbin Justice Centre, local 
Maternal Child Health Centres and family 
violence outreach services. 

As part of this project, we are continuing to 
work with the City of Port Phillip and Emerge 
Women & Children’s Support Network 
to provide family violence training. This 
training includes information on how to 
recognise family violence, how to sensitively 
engage with victims of family violence and 
a summary of the law and legal process. 
This training targets people who may be 
approached or can approach victims so that 
there is a wealth of knowledge about the 
issues within the community.

Legal Issues for Professionals 
(LIP) Booklet
The Legal Service continues to work closely 
with the sex worker community. We are 
currently in the process of updating the 
Legal Issues for Professionals (LIP) Booklet, 
originally published in 2009. As part of this 
project, a survey has been completed by sex 
workers outlining the legal issues they are 
facing, with the ultimate aim of updating and/
or creating new resources for sex workers.

The Gambling Awareness Project
In December 2016, SKLS partnered with 
Gambler’s Help Southern and the Victorian 
Responsible Gambling Foundation to produce 
two factsheets about problem gambling and 
how it intersects with the law. One factsheet 
was designed for lawyers and the other for 
Victorian Magistrates. Deputy Chief Magistrate 
Popovic supports the Magistracy initiative 
and was responsible for the distribution of the 
information to court staff in Victoria. 

In partnership with Gambler’s Help Southern 
we also produced continuing professional 
development in this area. 

 
Breaking Down the  
Barriers Forum

The Legal Service ran another successful 
Breaking Down the Barriers Forum as part 
of Law Week 2017. This event was run in 
conjunction with the City of Stonnington 
and focused on the barriers to accessing 
the justice system faced by people with 
disabilities.

Acknowledgment
I would like to thank my immediate 
predecessors in making the program what it 
is, specifically Suzan Gencay and Henry Hunt. 
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Our collaborations

SKLS would like to take 
this opportunity to thank 
and acknowledge all our 
partners, supporters and 
funders over the past 
twelve months, including:

ACGD Design

Alfred Health

Allens 

Bentleigh Bayside Community Health

City of Bayside 

City of Melbourne 

City of Port Phillip

City of Stonnington

Clayton Utz

Connections UnitingCare

Deakin University

Department of Justice and Regulation 

Disability Discrimination Legal Service

Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria

Emerge

Family Life

Federation of Community Legal Centres

First Step

Fitzroy Legal Service

Georgia Douglas (Victorian Bar)

Information Access Group

Inner South Community Health 

JobWatch

Judicial College

Justice Connect 

K&L Gates 

Landers & Rogers 

Launch Housing

Monash Health

New Hope Foundation 

Office of the Public Advocate

Officeworks (South Melbourne) 

Port Phillip Community Group

Reinforce Self Advocacy

Resourcing health & Education (RhED) 

Salvation Army

Sacred Heart

Scarlet Alliance

SouthPort Community Legal Service 

Stephanie Wallace (Victorian Bar)

St Kilda Gatehouse

St Kilda News

St Kilda Police and Citizens Youth Club 

Styled by Sok Photography

Victoria Law Foundation

Victoria Legal Aid

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human 
Rights Commission 

Villamanta Disability Rights Legal Service 
Inc

WEst Justice 

Windana Drug & Alcohol Recovery

Women’s Health in the South East (WHISE)

Vixen Collective

YouthLaw

YouthWorx Media
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Opening Hours
Monday, Wednesday, Friday :  
9.30am – 1.00pm and 2.00pm – 4.00pm 

Tuesday: 
9.30am – 1.00pm 

Thursday:  
1.00pm – 4.00pm 

Nights:  
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 7.00pm – 9.00pm

St Kilda Legal Service Co-op Ltd.
St Kilda Community Centre 161 Chapel Street. St 
Kilda, VIC 3182

ABN:  83 519 420 198 

e:  st_kilda_vic@clc.net.au  
t: 03 9534 0777 
f:  03 9525 5704 
w:  www.skls.org.au  
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